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A. O. A. C. (continued)

(2) To afford opportunity for the
discussion of matters of interest
to agricultural chemists.

* * * * * * * * * *

July 19, 19u9
Hello Norm:

Trying to catch'up with some of our back
must do's. Yes, I'm interested in read-
ing the B. S •. I think it,s a wonderful
publication and you boys in the Chicago
District deserve a big hand.

How's the weather around there? We die.
all right until the latter part of June -
then ten days with the te~p. 90 degrees
or better really fixed us. The poa
just walked off. 1L little hard to take
because it's one month early, giving us
one more month to look at dead poa.

One thing nice, we knowit will be back.

Bye now,
Colin Smith
Shaker Heights Country Club
Clevelcmd, Ohi<?

July 9, 1949
Dear Sir:

Received my nBull Sheet" yesterday, and
noticed the honor roll sheet for the
"National" but only saw my name once for
Thursday. Oi ve credit where credit 00- .
longs. I spent two full days at Medinah.
On thursday, I wan on the 14th green,
and on Friday, I was on the 12th green
from early morning till 7:30 in the even-
ing or each day •

Yours truly,

Jay See ?

Editor's Note:
Vias my face red when you infonned me of
the mistaken identity. I re ally did not
intend to leave you off the Friday shift,
Jay See. Will you let me off easy this
time, and I will not let it happen again.
I certainly appreciated your cooperation,
which was A-Plus.

* * * " * *

TALKING SHOP

THE NAIL HAMMER

The nail hammer, often called a claw
hammer, is used for driving and drawing
or pulling nails. When us ing it to
hammer, grasp the handle firmly and near
the end. According to the force of
the blow to be struck, force is applied
through the wrist, elbow or shoulder.
A light force is delivered by wrist
action. A.combination of wrist and el-
bow is used for more force, and wrist, ,
elbow and shoulder action are used for-::
a blow of maximum force.

To drive:a nail, hold it between the
thumb and forefinger, rest the hammer
on the head of the nail, then draw the
hammer back and give the nail a light
tap to start it. Resting the hannner
on the nail before drawing it back in-
creases the accuracy of your aim.

To use the hammer to pull or draw a
nail, the head of the nail must be ex-
posed. Slip the claw of the hammer
under the nail head and pull until the
hammer is almost vertical or straight up.

Then to relieve unnecessary strain on
the handle and to increase leverage and
make it easier to completely draw the
nail, use a block of wood under the
head of the hammer.

RIPPING BAR

The wrecking bar, sometimes referred
to as a ripping bar is a useful tool
for uncrating and other prying jobs.
The tip of the hook or goose neck end
is shaped like the claw of a hammer and
can be used to pull nails, the hook ser-
ving as the fulcrum of the lever. To
enter the claw under a board on a box
and thus get a purchase to pry the
board loose the back of the hook can
be struck with a hammer.

Note: - TOOLS NEED CARE. NO MATTER
WHAT KIND OF TOOL IT IS, IT SHOULD BE
KEPT IN SHAPE•

Keep your hands and tools wiped clean
while you are using them. Be sure your
tools are clean before you put them
away. Store them in such a manner that
they will not suffer harm while they
are not in use. Such a procedure
will pay dividends whether applied to
a complete set of expensive tools or
to a dime store screwdriver.

* * * * * * * * * *
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